Integrated Flowmeter
Thorpe Tube Style
Ohio Medical has a flowmeter that won’t be moved or lost. The Patented Tube Style Integrated Flowmeter combines a tube style flowmeter and a medical gas outlet into one simple, compact design – helping to reduce replacement/repair costs. The gas outlet offers an extra connection – giving you the flexibility to attach another flowmeter, hose or ventilator. Now you can do more, in less space. Rest assured you will always have a flowmeter when you and your patients need one most.

**Respiratory Therapists & Nurses:**
Reduce Worry & Frustration
Stop searching for a flowmeter. With the Integrated Flowmeter, once it’s installed, it will always be there when you need it.

**Biomedical Engineers & Department Managers:**
Avoid Unnecessary Replacement/Repair Costs
The Tube Style Integrated Flowmeter can help you save time and money because it reduces the number of lost or damaged flowmeters you reorder and/or repair each year.

**Equipment Planners & Design Engineers:**
Save Space
The Tube Style Integrated Flowmeter can be customized to your health care institution’s needs and saves space with its overall compact design.

**Facilities & Maintenance:**
Reduce Maintenance Costs
Stop moving the flowmeter from outlet to outlet, room to room, wearing out the outlets and causing them to leak. Because the Tube Style Integrated Flowmeter is permanently affixed to the wall, it stays put and lowers maintenance costs.

**AUXILIARY PORT OPTIONS**

The Patented Integrated Flowmeter comes equipped in DISS, Chemetron and Diamond/Ohmeda connections giving you the flexibility to deliver more solutions.
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Use the extra connection to add another flowmeter or connect a hose to another device.
INTEGRATED FLOWMETER CONFIGURATOR
FOR RETROFIT APPLICATIONS

Available in different flowrates, gas types and styles of connectors – the Integrated Flowmeter is retrofit capable and fits many different outlet types. Refer to the Integrated Flowmeter Ordering Guide (FI-OGUIDE) for additional information.

FI-TXXXYZ-WN-S

FLOWRATE
200 cc/min 2C
1 L/min 01
3.5 L/min 03
8 L/min 08
15 L/min 15

COLOR CODE
USA U
ISO I

GAS TYPE
Oxygen O
Medical Air A

OUTLET COMPATIBILITY
Diamond 1 A*
Diamond 2 & 3 (Gemini) B†
Hill-Rom BeaconMdaes DiamondCare (Extended Barrel Version) C
Ohio Medical Amico E
BeaconMdaes Series B Gentec

COLOR CODE
USA U
ISO I

AUXILIARY PORT
DISS Male D
Diamond/Ohmeda O
Chemtron C

CHEMTRON SERIES
200 cc/min 2C
1 L/min 01
3.5 L/min 03
8 L/min 08
15 L/min 15

INTEGRATED FLOWMETER OUTLETS
FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION

261XXX-Y(Y)-TZZ

Auxiliary Port
DISS 000
Diamond/Ohmeda 010
Chemtron 020

GAS/OUTLET TYPE
Oxygen/Wall 1
Oxygen/Console 2
Air/Wall 13
Air/Console 14

FLOWRATE
200 cc/min 2C
1 L/min 01
3.5 L/min 03
8 L/min 08
15 L/min 15

= 261010-1-T15
For ISO colors add ‘-ISO’
(Example: 261010-1-T15-ISO)
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